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DISCLAIMER
免责声明

The information provided in this presentation is for informational purposes only.  The opinions expressed 
in this presentation are solely those of the presenter  No attorney-client relationship is created or 
intended to be created by virtue of this presentation.  

This presentation provides information in general terms.  Please seek individualized guidance from a 
competent professional before taking any action.



PHASE 1



COST OF  TARIFFS



PHASE 1

 China agreed to increase purchases of American products and services by at least $200 billion over 
the next two years.

 The United States will cut by half the tariff rate it imposed on Sept 1. on a $120 billion list of Chinese 
goods, to 7.5%.

 Stronger Chinese legal protections for patents, trademarks, copyrights, including improved criminal and 
civil procedures to combat online infringement, pirated and counterfeit goods.



PHASE 1

 China to refrain from competitive currency devaluations and to not target its exchange rate for a trade 
advantage.

(The Trump administration formally removed China’s designation as a currency manipulator on Jan. 13.)

 The United States and China will resolve differences over how the deal is implemented through bilateral 
consultations, starting at the working level and escalating to top-level officials.

 Improved access to China’s financial services market for U.S. companies, including in banking, insurance, securities 
and credit rating services. It aims to address a number of longstanding U.S. complaints about investment barriers 
in the sector, including foreign equity limitations and discriminatory regulatory requirements.



TRADE WAR QUESTIONS

 Is a trade war like an actual war?

 Does Phase 1 protect the interests of companies doing business in China?

 Might the US-China trade war “kill the WTO” (Nathan Gardels, The Washington Post, August 24, 
2018)?

 How should we understand the “trade opportunities” of Chapter 6 (art. 6 (2) of the Phase 1 
agreement?



THE TRADE WAR: INDUSTRIES AFFECTED  

 Automobiles:

- China lies at the heart of the complicated global automotive supply chain, which means U.S. 
producers spend more on parts from China when they are taxed at a higher rate. 

 Technology:

- "Semiconductor suppliers have relatively high ‘ship-to’ revenue exposure to China.“

 Agriculture:

- China is the fourth largest agricultural export market for the U.S.. Total exports of agricultural 
products to China totaled $9.3 billion in 2018



PHASE 2

 U.S. demands that China curb subsidies to state-owned firms

 Digital trade

 Data localization, cross-border data flows and cyber intrusions

 Export and import controls

 Investment restrictions

 Sanctions



RISKS

 CFIUS reviews on foreign investment 

 Additional restrictions on business and investment relations between the United States and China (e.g., venture 
capitals; federal employee retirement fund investments in China.)

 Export Controls: “Dual-use” items; Emerging technologies (advanced robotics and artificial intelligence)

 Using Chinese telecommunications network equipment in the United States (e.g., Huawei)

 FCPA (note: “Kudlow says Trump 'looking at' reforming law on bribing foreign officials.”)



OPPORTUNITIES 

 Better business environment for U.S. 
exporters and investors

 Better protections of intellectual 
property rights (Intellectual Property 
Court of Supreme People’s Court)

 “Safe investments” in China: healthcare, 
education, real estate



US – CHINA QUESTIONS

 U.S. and China finally agreed to a limited deal to halt the trade war.  Should we feel optimistic about 
the future of the bilateral relationship? 

 Is conflict inevitable between a rising China and the United States? 

 What are the implications of the complicated US - China relation for American businesses and 
government contractors?

 For American businesses doing business with China and the Chinese, how do we protect the 
intellectual property rights?



CORONAIRUS



CORONAVIRUS



CORONAVIRUS



WHO WE ARE 

Kingsfield Law Office, PLLC is an international law firm based in the United States, with a global network of 
outreach offices and contacts in Arizona, California, New York, Washington D.C. in the US; Beijing and Shanghai in 
China; Bern and Lucerne in Switzerland; Milan in Italy; Berlin and Leipzig in Germany;  Vienna in Austria; Madrid in 
Spain; and London in the UK.

Jurisdictions: Europe; Germany; Italy; U.S. Federal Courts; New York; District of Columbia; Minnesota.

Kingsfield Law,
Extraordinary Ability



FOREIGN INVESTMENTS AND DUE DILIGENCE 

Our firm advises foreign clients who intend to invest in the United States, with or without immigration 
considerations.

From setting up business entities to regulatory compliance, we act as trusted counsel to foreign business 
leaders and investors. In addition, we have bilingual attorneys that have extensive high-level contacts in 
China’s business and legal communities and are experienced in complex cross-border transactions and 
negotiations.

Our investigative team regularly conducts due diligence investigations on
Chinese businesses and institutions and produces thorough reports for
our clients who plan to do business in China.



IMMIGRATION LAW 

Kingsfield Law offers complete services in all areas of immigration law, with special emphasis on 
employment-based immigration.

In the past decade, our attorneys have filed and been approved on numerous immigration petitions on 
behalf of prominent foreign artists, academics, journalists, athletes, scientists, engineers and entrepreneurs. 
Most petitions with premium processing have been approved within 10 days of submission.

Our clients benefit from our international scholar-attorneys who have first-hand experience in 
immigration law: from customizing client portfolios to securing authoritative expert support letters, 
crafting interdisciplinary documents and
authoring persuasive petition letters.



EXTRAORDINARY ABILITY 

Our attorneys have distinguished academic credentials, senior leadership experience in international 
business operations, and impeccable track records in law practice.

Clients have relied on our services for legal and business solutions that help them minimize risks and 
maximize benefits. 

We look forward to working with you as your business advisors, strategic partners and legal counselors.

Other Practice Areas:

- Education Law

- Entertainment Law

- International Law



CONTACT INFORMATION 

Becky Fillinger, Senior Advisor

651-271-8044 (M)
952-858-7260 (O)

bfillinger@kingsfieldlawoffice.com

Chang Wang, Partner
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952-858-7260 (O)

changwang@kingsfieldlawoffice.com

Alexander H.E. Morawa, Senior Partner
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